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Does a bear deserve a second chance?Liamâ€™s mate was murdered by a drug dealer. Now that

same drug has given him a second chance. But will he ever find happiness? Can he live with the

loss of one true mate, and learn to love another?These are the questions Liam must find the

answers to, if he is ever to become a second chance bear.Carla first sees Liam sitting in the corner

looking miserable, while all around him, his colleagues are celebrating finally destroying the drug

dealers who have been selling Niq It. Drawn to him, she is surprised when he has a sudden change

in personality and goes from seeing straight through her, to seeing nothing but her.However, she

soon discovers there is much more to her party pooper, than she ever imagined. Can she give this

bear a second chance at love?
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The story was well written and holds your attention to the end. Loved that the characters from the

previous book were mention and got to read how happy they are with a baby on the way. Yes it nice

to believe in second chances and keep them coming.



I choose to give this 5 stars because it made me smile.I like the fact that it is fast past and it does

not over word descriptions of what is going on.I think I would recommend this to anyone who likes

romance novels.

They say threes a charm. This is the third and for me this one has surpassed the others. This is so

beautifully written with a lot of love in it. The characters are great along with the story. There is some

sexual content. No violence but a whole lot of love and understanding. It's definitely a keeper.

This is a fantastic and interesting book to read and I thoroughly enjoyed reading it. The story covers

Liam who has lost his mate Louisa (she was murdered by a drug dealer). He is sitting in a bar

quietly and forlorn while his fellow collages, are drinking and celebrating the the take down and

removal of the drug dealer to a shifter prison. His friend (Joel) get Carla a waitress working there to

take a drink to Liam who has gone outside and to make sure he drinks it all, now this is where the

the story becomes very interesting. What you will find in this story is drama, intrigue, a helpful

woman, a forlorn lonely man, celebrating collages, a drink, confusion, a mate, (Joel) his friend, a

spiked drink, Niq It drug, why, a second chance, a note, meeting brother (Beau) of Louisa, new

mate not a betrayal, mountains, shifting, feelings of rejection, anguish, talking, a pregnancy, lust,

love, emotional feelings and erotic scene. The story-line and plot is well thought out and written, the

pace is steady and not rushed. The characters have needs and desires according to their

personality. I would recommend this book to people that like to read a second chance bear shifter

story with a HEA.

Liam has a mate who was killed working undercover can he get over her and move on with Carla

doesn't do one night stand but that's what she thinks Liam is ... Can they get past all this or is over

before it starts

Liam and his mate were cops. His mate was killed in the line of duty. Once the drug ring was

brought to justice he had nothing to live for. He wanted to be with his dead mate until his partner

intervened. That intervention gave him a second chance, a second true mate and a baby. This is

that story. It will tug at your heart strings, make you smile, and make you yearn for that kind of love.

I highly recommend this bookJudy

This book picks up where the last book left off. This book can be read and enjoyed as a stand alone



book but you will enjoy it more if you read the book before this one first. This is another great bear

book by Harmony Raines. The story is full of romance and 2nd chance love. It's the story of two

people learning to love and live after a life of pain. The story is well written and a fast read with a

satisfying ending.

While I had some problems with the idea of a drug being the reason Liam gets a chance at having

another mate, this story is so well written that it works. I loved Liam and Carla's characters and they

were perfect for one another. I was also glad to see Beau and Eloise make an appearance...now

Joel needs a story. I am looking forward to reading more by this author
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